Your DC Development Tools
Standard Course
1. COLOR BRAIN COMMUNICATION CARDS

The Colored Brain Communication (CBC) cards are designed to bring out the power of the
subconscious mind and bring out the best in each person. Get more clarity and improve
learning retention.

2. COLORED GLASSES

Not for 3‐D Movies ‐ Sorry!!
Used for the color treasure hunt to provide the need of understanding “the veil”
that each one of has which “makes us see, what we want to” and NOT see what
“others also wish to show us!”

3. WORLD OF WORK MAP

Create your personalized problem solving map and find the direction you need to
succeed.
Used throughout the course to map personal applications of what you've
learnt.

4. COLORED BRAIN COMMUNICATION INVENTORY

Increase cooperation, communication and superior decision making in your
workforce with the CBCI. This tool identifies genetic brain communication processes to
determine how your staff processes the world around them.
Used to identify your Brain Color.

ONE SET PER GROUP
5. HUMAN DRIVER CHALLENGE

Interact with each other at an Emotional level to Build a Cart and Race It. Learn
Leadership, Innovation, Cooperation and Team Cohesiveness, this diverse game that
focuses on practical applications of Colored Brain and Emotional Drive showing exactly
how people “Act and React” to each other in groups.

6. CHOUDHURY MIND MAZE

Training in Communication, Leadership, or Personal development, this very stressful
game will bring out the worst in you to reveal how you can be at your best. The perfect
tie up to understand yourself and others, also reinforces the Colored Brain, Emotional
Drive and Postures.

Expanded Course
7. MAD MONEY LEARNING

By Jenny Lim
Get rewards prizes by immediately using what you learn in class. Interact with
others to gain a wariness of some behaviors that may be hindering your greater success.

8. DC AVATARS

Discover your ideal self, ideal leadership identity and the real reasons behind
difficult people and how to influence them for it better culture.

9. PROCESS MIND MAPS

Organizational change leadership development, communication... These maps give
you a clear overview.

10. EMOTIONAL CURRENCY
Used to barter work out of people by providing them with the right kind of
environment which makes them OUT‐PERFORM their own selves.

11. SELF CREATED MAPS
These are what you create on your own after you have imbibed and learnt.

